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A growing model for software architecture defines it as a set of principle design
decisions which drive system architects to design the architecture satisfying software
requirements and architectural constraints. The design decision making process in-
volves a group of stakeholders exchanging their viewpoints to address various concerns
and to reach a consensus collaboratively. These architecture design decisions are usu-
ally made based on experiences since there aren’t defined methods and models for
architecture design. Each design decision yields a set of outcomes which impacts
both the system architecture and the final product. As software product systems,
tend to be large in size, one need to understand the rationale behind decision of
each architectural element. This justifies the system design and avoids any critical
architectural problems in future due to volatile requirements. Often, the architecture
rationale behind various design decisions is not fully captured and hence affects the
maintainability of software systems. In order to address the above research challenge,
we developed an online intelligent software architecture rationale capture system (IS-
ARCS) that enables stakeholders located at various geographical locations to resolve
a design issue and capture the rationale behind issue resolution. The system captures
a structured design rationale which maintains its links to software requirements and
architectural elements.
This thesis also focuses on analyzing the architecture rationale captured dur-
ing stakeholders discussion in various perspectives to provide stakeholders with a
more detailed view that aids them in decision making. We propose use of intelligent
argumentation analysis and various data mining techniques to analyze the software
architecture rationale to unearth interesting information. Finally, a comprehensive
empirical study is presented along with its experimental results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software development is currently seen as an iterative process [1]. There are
many phases involved in designing a software product following various software en-
gineering methodologies as part of software development life cycle. The software
requirements collected during requirements gathering phase play a key role in de-
veloping the software product in later phases of development cycle. The software
products developed should fulfill the customer requirements to the maximum extent.
During one of the phases, based on the software requirements, the software
architects design the architecture for the system. The software architecture design
plays a vital role in software development since it provides framework of system for
later development activities. The design of software architecture involves a decision
making process to reach to a consensus by various design architects. During the de-
sign, the architects should make sure that the design decisions that they have taken
are in congruence with software requirements. The mistakes made in architecture
design have a significant impact on final product that is developed. Hence, the ar-
chitects and other stakeholders of an organization should spend significant amount of
effort during architecture design to avoid any defects in future during development.
The design of software architecture involves design decisions that are taken by
design architects in order to fulfill various software requirements. The selection of ar-
chitecture elements and the justification of design decisions are found in architecture
rationale [2]. These set of principle design decision which describe software archi-
tecture [3], drives architects to develop an architecture that satisfies and reflects the
software requirements. The main idea for representing design decisions is to bridge
gap between software requirements and architectural products [4].
The requirements play a significant role in designing software architecture.
2These requirements define what the system should do, whereas software architecture
describes how this is achieved [1]. In order to fulfill the customer requirements,
the software architecture can be designed in multiple ways. The software architects
should analyze tradeoffs between conflicting requirements and make a design decision
accordingly. The software architecture has been considered as a structure composed of
components, connectors, constraints and rationale [5]. The functionality depicted in
the architecture in terms of components and connectors should adhere to the software
requirements.
The software requirements are main pillars to build software architecture.
There are many design issues that arise in order to fulfill the stated requirements.
The design decisions that are taken during resolution of a design issue have their own
respective rationales which are often not documented as part of software artifacts.
Most of the time, the rationale for design is limited to remain only in the brains of
the designers. Therefore, due to the absence of the software architecture rationale, the
architects face difficulties to modify the architecture of system as they are not able to
assess the impact of changes on existing requirements and previous trade off decisions.
In order to effectively develop a software product based on software architecture, the
rationale should be captured and maintained and thus improving the understandabil-
ity of software architecture. Hence, we can couple the software architecture design
with its corresponding rationale and improve the efficiency of software development.
By maintaining the rationale, architects can now trace back the software architecture
elements to the design decision as well to their related software requirements.
1.1. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE RATIONALE CAPTURE
The satisfaction of software requirements is regarded as a design issue. There
are many design solutions called design alternatives which can be chosen as a design
in order to resolve a design issue. Each design alternative has its own pros and cons in
3satisfying the requirements to an extent. The pros and cons of each design alternative
have to be analyzed in various perspectives in their level of satisfying the related
requirements. In order to resolve such a design issue, the design alternatives have to
be analyzed by various stakeholders of an organization. But, different stakeholders
may have different viewpoints in order to address the design issue. Some of the
viewpoints may be contradictory while some of them might be similar. The viewpoints
of all the stakeholders needs to be considered and analyzed in order to reach to a
consensus that addresses the concerns of entire group. Generally, architects design the
software architecture based on their experience and knowledge but sometimes their
knowledge is limited and may not provide a fruitful end result. So, the stakeholders
need to collaboratively exchange their views and thus build an organized rationale
that enables them to reach to a most viable design solution.
An online intelligent software architecture rationale capture system (ISARCS)
is developed that enable stakeholders from various geographical locations to partici-
pate in an online discussion to share their viewpoints in terms of arguments in order to
resolve a design issue. Stakeholders can either attack or support a design alternative
that resolves a design issue. The entire argumentation maintains its link to related
software requirements and software architectural elements. The argumentation ra-
tionale captured during online discussion, serves like a justification for evolution of
software architecture. A huge argumentation tree that is built during design issue
resolution is analyzed to identify the most favored alternative by most of the stake-
holders.
1.2. ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE RATIONALE
The argumentation data that is captured during stakeholders discussion is
analyzed using various data mining techniques in different perspectives to provide
stakeholders with a more comprehensive view that supports them in selecting a best
4design solution.
After the argumentation process, the data is analyzed using various approaches
to classify the arguments, to develop a traceability matrix based on rationale and to
perform topic analysis. The stakeholders viewpoints can also be analyzed to detect
the impact of selection of a design alternative based on various software concerns.
On other hand, since the discussion is spanned for several days. The data that
is captured on each day of argumentation can be analyzed to unearth some interesting
information. Different evolutionary approaches are proposed to show the convergence
of discussion to reach to a consensus, to detect arguments that have changed some
of the stakeholders opinions, to detect the participation of stakeholders in discussion
and to detect arguments which have gained significant attention during discussion.
1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review
about the related work in field of software architecture management. In Section
3 details about background of Intelligent Argumentation System. Further, Section
4 explains in detail about the process employed to capture software architecture
rationale using ISARCS. In Section 5, intelligent analysis of architecture rationale is
discussed. Later, in Section 6, we explain about various approaches that are used to
perform evolutionary analysis on architecture rationale. Finally, in Section 7, we talk
about the empirical evaluation of a case study which exemplifies different approaches
proposed with experimental results.
52. RELATED WORK
This section presents the literature review of related research. 2.1 presents
the work done in field of architectural knowledge management and 2.2 discusses the
related work of other argumentation systems.
2.1. ARCHITECTURE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
There has been a significant amount of work in architectural knowledge man-
agement in order to bridge gap between software architecture and architecture design
decisions. In one of the approaches proposed by Fabian et al [6], design decision
are concrete bindings between requirements and from requirements to their mani-
festations as model elements in architectural models. The architectural knowledge
rationale is maintained as documentation linked to architectural significant require-
ments. Van et al [1] proposed an approach to bridge gap between rationale and
architecture artifacts by uniting them into a concept of a design decision. In another
approach, Perry et al [7] considers the management of architecture design decision an
important aspect in case of global software development. Also, they consider that the
rationale provides a design decision that serves as a justification for the architectural
elements. Capilla et al [8] proposes a web based tool, ADDSS, for documenting design
decision during architecture design. The proposed approach connects requirements
to architectures via design decisions and enables traceability between them. ADDSS
captures rationale by linking motivating factor to design decision made, also stores
design pattern knowledge. PAKME [9] captures design alternatives as cases from lit-
erature. It considers that a design case consists of problem and solution, patterns and
tactics used, rationale and related design options. Cui et al [10] proposed a design
centric architectural design in which stakeholders determine the architectural issue
6from requirements as well as their solutions. The system explores all the feasible
combinations of the issue solutions and combines the feasible combinations to gener-
ate architectural solution. They as well measure the pros and cons of each solution
to generate an architectural solution. Architecture as design decisions was presented
by Lytra et al [11]. The system automates component and constraint generation
based on design decisions. Each design decision has a set of outcomes, which are
mapped directly to architectural elements they generated in the component model,
allowing for each component to be traced back to its corresponding design decision.
Savolainen and Mannisto [12] proposed a method of creating architectural views that
more prominently communicate the conflicts from multiple perspectives between key
stakeholders concerns. It helps in capturing architectural rationale based on inter-
actions among stakeholders. Bratthall et al [13] propose the importance of design
rationale in change management and also an approach to document the architectural
knowledge to verify change impact.
All the above methods discussed states the importance of maintaining archi-
tecture rationale for software architecture management. But, they fail to propose a
method to capture the rationale by consulting various stakeholders of organization.
Apart from that, the rationale captured by above methods are not structured and
organized in terms of arguments, requirements and other architectural elements. The
methods also fail to analyze the architectural rationale from multiple perspectives to
fetch more information that helps stakeholders to understand the design issue and
design decision in detail.
2.2. ARGUMENTATION SYSTEMS
There is also a large amount of work done in collaborative decision making
through argumentation. Most of the argumentation systems proposed follow Stephen
Toulmins model of argumentation [14]. The first method was gIBIS [15] which repre-
7sents design dialog as a graph. The method displays arguments, issues, and positions
in the form of a graph. HERMES [16] is a computer based decision support tool
which organizes arguments and evidences in hierarchy. Chenn-Junn Huangs [17] ar-
gumentation system assess the quality of the arguments by parsing arguments.
These argumentation systems discussed above serves as a decision support
system and are biased to general issues and are not related to software architecture
design. They fail in capturing rationale for a software architecture design as the
resolution of a design issues involves consideration of other elements like requirements
and architecture design.
83. BACKGROUND
As part of preliminary work , Intelligent Argumentation System was proposed
to capture software architecture rationale [18]. But, later the idea was enhanced to
develop a new system called ISARCS, that can be used to capture software architec-
ture rationale in a more structured and organized way. The new system, ISARCS
is built on existing Intelligent Argumentation System that is used for collaborative
decision support and has displayed promising results.
3.1. INTELLIGENT ARGUMENTATION SYSTEM
Different people have varied opinions and views with respect to the issue which
contradict to each other in many ways. Generally issues may be related to an orga-
nization like introduction of new business strategies or in a software development
process like architecture design or to global challenges like global warming, national
debt or genetic modified crops. Whenever there are such issues, people discuss a lot
about them in course of time and as well attract significant attention of other people
across the globe. Our system allows users to collaboratively participate and resolve
an issue through online discussion. As part of argumentation system, the issue is
referred as an Issue and various alternatives that address the issue are termed as
Positions. In order to resolve the issue, the users exchange their views in terms of
arguments supporting or attacking a position. The users should enter a degree of
strength explicitly for an argument in range of -1 to 1. An argument with negative
degree signifies that it is attacking another argument and arguments with positive
degree signify that it is supporting another argument. An argument with 0 degree
signifies indecisiveness [19]. The priority of the users is also one of the factors in
decision making. So, the users are assigned priorities based on their expertise and
9knowledge of topic [20].
The entire argumentation tree built during the argumentation process is re-
duced to a single level such that all arguments posted refer directly to the position
as shown in Figure 3.1. The overall favorability of the design alternative is computed
by weighted summation of the argument strengths. In order to assess the impact of
the indirect arguments on a position, we have four general argumentation reduction
heuristic rules and 25 fuzzy rules are derived from these 4 rules [20, 21, 22, 23]. The
four heuristic rules are formulated as,
Argumentation Reduction Rule 1: If argument B supports argument A and ar-
gument A supports position P, then argument B supports position P.
Argumentation Reduction Rule 2: If argument B attacks argument A and ar-
gument A supports position P, then Argument B attacks position P.
Argumentation Reduction Rule 3: If argument B supports argument A and ar-
gument A attacks position P, then argument B attacks position P.
Argumentation Reduction Rule 4: If argument attacks argument A and argu-
ment A attacks position P, then argument B supports position P.
Figure 3.1. Sample Argumentation Tree Reduction
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4. ISARCS : INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
RATIONALE CAPTURE SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce our system ISARCS that aids organizations to
resolve software architecture design issues collaboratively and develop an architecture
that is favored by most of the stakeholders. In order to capture and maintain the
architecture knowledge [24], we have developed a web based tool that enables stake-
holders located at various geographical locations to participate in an online discussion
to resolve a design issue. It is built on client-server architecture where client provides
users an interface to interact with the system and server analyses and maintains dif-
ferent clients connected to system. The entire discussion is captured and maintained
and thus provides a permanent repository of architecture knowledge.
Software requirements are basis for architecture design. Whenever a design
decision is chosen, the decision should satisfy the requirements to maximum extent.
Apart from software requirements, there are architectural constraints that should as
well be satisfied by the design decision. Figure 4.1 shows the architecture design flow
where ISARCS is used to resolve a design issue that arises from software requirements
and existing architectural elements. The design issue can be resolved with various de-
sign alternatives. But, not all alternatives have same impact on existing architecture
or may have varied levels of satisfaction of software requirements. The stakeholders,
using ISARCS discuss the pros and cons of each design alternatives with respect to
related requirements and architecture elements. The system analyzes the discussion
using data analysis engine to provide stakeholders with a more comprehensive view of
discussion. The architecture knowledge maintained using ISARCS, helps architects or
stakeholders in design of architecture in future, if they want to revisit the architecture
due to change requirements.
The ISARCS is built on existing Intelligent Argumentation System [20, 21,
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Figure 4.1. Software Architecture Design Flow
22, 23] which displayed promising results in resolution of general issues. During soft-
ware development, there are numerous requirements gathered during requirements
gathering phase. Some of the requirements may result in certain design issues which
needs to be resolved to design the architecture for a system. Since, not all require-
ments captured are responsible for a design issue, the stated design issue is mapped
to relevant requirements list. As part of ISARCS, we capture the relationship be-
tween a design issue and also the requirements that are related to a design issue.
Apart from requirements, sometimes a design issue might impact existing architec-
tural elements. In that case, the system will also capture the elements which might
be impacted due to resolution of a design issue. Figure 4.2 shows the relationship
of software requirements and existing architectural elements to design issue. Once a
design issue is proposed, there are many ways to resolve the design issue using design
alternatives. These design alternatives are as well mapped to the software require-
ments, architectural elements and architectural constraints. The clear mapping of
related requirements and existing architectural elements enables stakeholders to un-
derstand various relationships before they participate in online discussion to resolve
issue collaboratively.
Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of ISARCS. It mainly consists of four high
level components which are connected to each other using connectors. The first com-
ponent, collective discussion engine is responsible to collect the viewpoints of various
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Figure 4.2. Design Issue Relationship
Figure 4.3. ISARCS Software Architecture
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stakeholders regarding the design issue and as well maintain entire discussion chains.
The component software architecture engine enables stakeholders to maintain soft-
ware requirements, software architecture elements in system. The third component,
software architecture drawing palette aids the stakeholders to draw the architecture
during discussion and thus provides a visual view of software architecture under dis-
cussion. The software architecture knowledge component is a permanent repository
of the entire architecture rationale which consists of stakeholders arguments, archi-
tectural elements, architecture design, software requirements and their inter relation-
ships.
Figure 4.4 shows snapshot of ISARCS. The stakeholders will be able to partici-
pate in discussion stating their viewpoints in terms of arguments to support or attack
various design alternatives. Apart from just posting their arguments, stakeholders can
post evidences in order to strengthen their arguments. Whenever a stakeholders posts
arguments, he can enter an argument weight in range of -1 to 1 to signify his degree
of support or attack of a design alterative or with respect to another arguments. As
the discussion evolves, a huge argumentation tree is built that is analyzed to compute
a design decision that is favored by most of the stakeholders using argumentation
reduction inference engine [23].
A stakeholder viewpoint might be related to a certain requirements or to cer-
tain architecture constraints or to some architectural elements. So, when a stakeholder
is posting his viewpoint, he will be able to choose the related requirements, archi-
tectural elements that his argument is based on. In that case, other stakeholders in
discussion can understand the basis of the argument posted by a stakeholder and can
respond accordingly. The chosen requirements and architecture elements are subset
of those that are linked to design issue as shown in Figure 4.5. The entire discussion
of arguments, design issue and design alternatives are all linked to software require-
ments, architectural elements that provides stakeholders with clear understanding of
14
Figure 4.4. A Snapshot of ISARCS
Figure 4.5. Argument Relationship
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the relations among various elements of system. The system also provides a drawing
area that enables stakeholders to draw the software architecture during online dis-
cussion to state their idea clearly using visual ques. The software architecture that is
drawn is as well linked to a design issue and other design alternatives that provides
stakeholders a view of how architecture is affected if a particular design alternative
is selected.
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5. INTELLIGENT ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
RATIONALE
In this section, we propose various approaches to analyze the software archi-
tecture rationale captured during design decision making process.
5.1. ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE CONCERNS
In order to resolve a design issue, since many stakeholders state their view-
points to support their design alternative, after discussion, there is a huge tree that
is built and it is a difficult task for stakeholders to get an overview about entire dis-
cussion. To provide the stakeholders with an overview of discussion, we can analyze
the arguments and provide them with an analysis to detect affect of various software
concerns on individual design alternatives. The software concerns are generally ex-
tracted by manual analysis of software requirements. There are many concerns like
cost, development effort, development time, security, software testing, software main-
tenance that can be considered to analyze the arguments and provide stakeholders
with their effect on alternatives.
Algorithm 1 is employed to compute the effect of each concern on design al-
ternatives. The input to the algorithm is a set of argument lists in the argumentation
tree, a list of software concerns and a design alternative. After the argument anal-
ysis, the algorithm outputs a matrix that shows the effect of a concern on a design
alternative. Lines 1-3 in algorithm reduces all the arguments in tree to a single level
such that they directly point to their respective design alternatives using fuzzy logic
based argumentation reduction inference engine. During the reduction, the strengths
of the arguments are recalculated to compute their effect on a design alternative. At
Line 5, we collect the synonyms of the concerns using thesaurus. Since, many stake-
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Alg. 1 SoftwareConcernAnalysis(ArgumentationTree, ConcernsList ,
DesignAlternative)
Input: Argumentation Tree; A list of software concerns; Design Alternative
Output: Affect of Concerns on a design alternative
1 begin
2 for each arg in ArgumentationTree(DesignAlternative) do
3 argWeight = ArgumentationInferenceEngine(arg)
4 for each concern in ConcernsList do
5 synonymConcernsList = Synonyms(concern)
6 for each arg in ArgumentList do
7 for each concernItem in synonymConcernsList do
8 if arg contains concernItem then
9 overAllEffect = overAllEffect + argWeight
10 end
holders can express their viewpoint about a concern in various ways. So, we need
to consider all the possible available words for a given concern. For Example: If we
consider a software concern as cost, then we consider all the other words which are
synonym to cost like expensive, expense, expenditure, money etc,. Once we determine
all the required words for a concern, we parse through all the arguments to verify if
the argument is talking about that particular concern. This is represented as part
of line 6-8 in the algorithm. Once we detect all such arguments, we aggregate the
recalculated strengths of those arguments to compute the overall effect of a concern
on a design alternative. After the entire analysis, the algorithm provides stakeholders
with a Software Concerns Effect Matrix as shown in Table5.1.
















5.2. CLASSIFICATION OF STAKEHOLDERS VIEWPOINTS
During architecture design, individual stakeholders express their viewpoints in
terms of arguments. The credibility or the influence of an argument can be analyzed
by computing collective thoughts of other stakeholders on that argument. The assess-
ment of collective thought on an argument conveys more information from a group’s
perspective. By determining the collective opinion of a group on an argument posted
by a stakeholder, we can detect arguments that have gained more attention in discus-
sion. The collective weight of other stakeholders arguments provides more insight to
determine arguments that attracted more support from other stakeholders and also
arguments that were attacked by most of the stakeholders.
As said earlier that during argumentation, stakeholders associate a weight of -1
to 1 to an argument. The collective thought on argument is computed by considering
the arguments posted by stakeholders either supporting or attacking it. The collective
thought which is termed as collective determination of an argument is summation of
collective support and collective attack an argument receives. The collective support
an argument is calculated based on arguments that support it and collective attack
for an argument is determined considering arguments that attack it. The collective
determination value of an argument determines the arguments that have contributed
significantly in selecting a design alternative.
CollectiveDetermination = CollectiveSupport + CollectiveAttack
Figure 5.1 shows a sample argumentation tree consisting of eight arguments
posted under a design alternative. The collective determination for argument A2 is
computed by considering arguments that refer A2 either directly or indirectly. In this
case, arguments A5, A6, A7 and A8 refer to argument A2 and hence these arguments
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Figure 5.1. Sample Argumentation Tree for Collective Opinion Analysis
contribute to compute collective determination of A2. As arguments A6 and A8 refer
argument A2 indirectly, we need to compute the effect of both the arguments by
reducing them to a single level pointing directly to A2. The reduction of indirect
arguments to single level is performed using argumentation reduction fuzzy inference
engine. For ex. In this case, the argumentation reduction engine takes strengths of
arguments A5 and A6 as input and computes the effect of A6 on A2. Similarly, the
effect of argument A8 on A2 is computed using A7 and A8 as inputs to inference
engine. After the argumentation reduction, the collective support for A2 is computed
by summation of arguments that support A2 and collective attack for A2 is computed
by summation of arguments that attack A2.
The collective determination for all the arguments in the argumentation tree
is computed to detect arguments that have contributed a significant weight and at-
tracted more attention during discussion. The collective determination values for leaf
arguments are considered as zero as they are not supported or attacked by any other
arguments. Table5.2 shows classification of arguments based on collective opinion
values and number of follow up arguments posted for an argument.
The arguments which are having more number of follow up arguments have
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Table 5.2. Classification of Stakeholders Arguments
Condition Argument Classification
MAX(Number of Follow up Arguments) Attention Seeking Arguments
MAX(Collective Support) Most Supported Argument




attracted significant number of stakeholders to participate in discussion. Such ar-
guments have created a buzz in discussion and are classified as Attention Seeking
Arguments. There are also some arguments which receive a lot of support from other
stakeholders under discussion. The support an argument receives may be attributed
to its authenticity and credibility and such arguments are classified as Most Sup-
ported Argument. On other hand, there are arguments that are attacked by most of
the stakeholders, in such case, most of the stakeholders disagree with the argument
because of the conflicting nature of the argument. Such arguments are classified as
Most Attacked Arguments. When we consider the collective determination value of
arguments, the arguments that have maximum and minimum values will impact the
final weight on design alternative and such arguments might result in deciding the fi-
nal design decision. So, those arguments are classified as Decision Centric Arguments
as they are crucial in choosing a design solution.
5.3. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT TRACEABILITY
In software architecture design, every architectural element in the architecture
is associated with its related software requirements. The traceability between software
requirements and architecture is of critical importance as it helps the system architect
to analyze the impact of volatile requirements on existing architecture elements. On
other hand, an architect can also analyze the requirements that are affected if any of
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the architectural elements is modified.
As part of ISARCS, every design issue stated is mapped to its related software
requirements so that stakeholders are cognizant of the requirements that they are
dealing with during online discussion. The resolution of a design issue might result in a
new architectural element in architecture or might have modified existing architectural
elements. As software systems evolve, there are many design issues that needs to be
resolved. Every design issue is related to a subset of software requirements. The
resolution of the design issues impacts the software architecture design. Since, the
modifications of the architecture of system is through design issue resolution, and the
design issue is mapped to software requirements, the design solutions which reflects
software architecture are as well mapped to the respective requirements lists as shown
is Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2. Traceability of Requirements and Architectural Elements
Table 5.3 shows sample design issues, Issue 1 to Issue 4 during architecture
design which are resolved using ISARCS to compute different solutions, Solution 1 to
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Table 5.3. Relationship among Issues, Requirements and Architecture Elements
Design Issue Related Requirements Design Solution
Impact on Architec-
ture
Issue 1 R1, R5, R6 Solution 1
New Architecture Ele-
ments (AE1, AE2)
Issue 2 R1, R4, R7 Solution 2
Modified Architecture
Element (AE4)
Issue 3 R1, R8, R7 Solution 3
New Architecture Ele-
ment (AE3)
Issue 4 R3, R1, R2, R8 Solution 4
Modified Architecture
Elements (AE5, AE6)
Solution 4. We can see that each design issue is related to a subset of requirements.
Some of the requirements might also be part of multiple design issues. Each design
solution has an impact on architecture, For Eg: the solution 1 has yielded two new
architecture elements AE1 and AE2 into software architecture. These two architecture
elements AE1 and AE2 are now mapped to requirements R1, R5 and R6.
Similarly, architectural element AE4 which got modified due to Solution 2 is
mapped to requirements R1, R4 and R7. These requirements R1, R4 and R7 are
appended to existing requirements lists which are already mapped to AE4. In future,
if any of the requirements change says R2, then the architects now can trace back to
architecture and determine that AE5 and AE6 are elements that need to be checked
on. Similarly, if AE1 is modified for any reason, the architects needs to trace back to
related requirements and verify that the requirements are not violated due to modified
design.
Based on the above analysis, we developed a requirements traceability matrix
which maps the software requirements to the software architecture elements. Ta-
ble 5.4 shows a sample traceability matrix which depicts the relationships between
architectural elements and software requirements. The numeric value 1 in cell illus-
trates that the architectural element is mapped to the corresponding requirement
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and 0 represents that there is no relationship between them. When we observe the
traceability matrix, we can see that requirement R1 is mapped to six different ar-
chitectural elements and similarly architectural elements AE5 and AE6 are mapped
to 4 different requirements. By analyzing the matrix, we can check the impact of
modifying a requirement on architecture design and similarly can verify the impact of
modifying the architecture design on software requirements. For Eg. If requirement
R1 is modified in future, then it has a significant impact on software architecture as
it affects 6 architectural elements and a major modification of design is involved. In
that case, the stakeholders of the organization have to rethink of allowing changes to
such requirements which might hinder there entire development process.




R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 Total
AE1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3
AE2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3
AE3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3
AE4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3
AE5 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4
AE6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4
Total 6 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 0
5.4. TOPIC ANALYSIS
In an online discussion, each stakeholder expresses his viewpoints in different
perspectives for available design alternatives. But, as the online discussion evolves,
there are numerous arguments posted by stakeholders which address various concerns
of discussion. This results in tedious task to understand the state of argumentation
and also its very difficult to study each argument individually to perceive the content
posted. Of all the arguments, some of the arguments refer to a similar subject of
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concern and identification of such concerns will enable the stakeholders to understand
various topics that are under discussion and the topics which grasped large attention
in discussion. In order to detect the topics of interest, the entire argumentation tree
have to be analyzed and the arguments which talk about similar concerns have to be
grouped to evaluate the strength of the concern.
We can make use of text clustering techniques to cluster the arguments and
identify the topics that are often under discussion [25]. The clustering result provides
stakeholders with an overall view of the topics that are most discussed. Clustering
also enables to group arguments according to the concerns they represent. The text
clustering of arguments is performed using Lingo algorithm [26] that is generally used
to cluster web search results. Each cluster in the result is represented by a cluster
label that denotes the topic of interest of the arguments present in that cluster. There
is always a possibility that an argument might discuss about multiple topics. In that
case, the argument is part of multiple clusters.
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6. EVOLUTIONARY ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
RATIONALE
In this section, we propose various approaches to perform evolutionary analysis
of the software architecture rationale captured during design decision making process.
6.1. DETECTION OF CONVERGENCE USING POLARIZATION
GROUPS
The main idea in an online decision making is generally to reach to a consen-
sus by various stakeholders sharing their viewpoints collaboratively. In architecture
design process, ISARCS facilitates stakeholders to express their opinions in terms
of viewpoints supporting or attacking various design alternatives. During decision
making, stakeholders tend to form different polarization groups [27, 28]. The stake-
holders with similar opinions tend to get closer by supporting one another. Similarly,
stakeholders within a group have contrasting opinions with other polarization groups.
The online discussion often influences certain stakeholders to change their opinion on
design alternatives. As discussion is evolved, there is always a possibility that a stake-
holder might attack an alternative that he was previously supporting. On other hand,
he might also support an alternative that he might have attacked earlier. The change
in decision can be attributed to influence of various arguments on his opinion.
Whenever a stakeholder gets influenced due to the discussion, he tends to move
away from his earlier similar stakeholders group and move closer to other group. This
makes stakeholders to jump from one polarization group to another. In order to
study such transitions of stakeholders among different groups, the evolution of en-
tire discussion on each day should be analyzed. The evolutionary analysis of online
discussion aids in understanding the dynamics of argumentation. Initially the stake-
holders are scattered around different groups. But, as the discussion is evolved each
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day, stakeholders tend to understand the pros and cons of each design alternative
and tend to form a group with significant number of stakeholders. Since, the idea
for collaborative discussion is to reach to a consensus, during discussion we can see a
large number of stakeholders forming a polarization group whose opinion decides the
final design solution. Such evolutionary analysis helps in visualizing the convergence
of stakeholders opinions in choosing a design alternative.
We propose a clustering process to form different polarization groups. As
stated earlier, during online discussion, a stakeholder associates a weight to signify his
degree of attack or support. We use the stakeholders favorability values for various
design alternatives as basis to form cluster groups. The stakeholders favorability
implies his degree of support and degree of attack on various design alternatives.
The overall favorability of a stakeholder on a design alternative is either positive or
negative. The cluster groups are decided based on number of design alternatives
available. So, if there are two design alternatives, then there would be 4 cluster
groups formed. Similarly, if there are 3 design alternatives, the number of cluster
groups considered is 9 as shown in Tables 6.16.2
Table 6.1. Cluster Groups For Two Design Alternatives
Cluster Group Overall Favorability(Design Alternative 1, Design Alternative 2)




Based on the tables, for two design alternatives, if the overall favorability of a
stakeholder on design alternative 1 is positive and on design alternative 2 is negative
then he would belong to cluster group C2. Similarly, for three design alternatives,
if overall favorability of a stakeholder on alternative 1 is positive, alterative 2 is
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Table 6.2. Cluster Groups For Three Design Alternatives
Cluster Group
Overall Favorability(Design Alternative 1, Design Alternative
2, Design Alternative 3)
C1 (Positive, Positive, Positive)
C2 (Positive, Positive, Negative)
C3 (Positive, Negative, Negative)
C4 (Positive, Negative, Positive)
C5 (Negative, Positive, Positive)
C6 (Negative, Positive , Negative)
C7 (Negative, Negative, Positive)
C8 (Negative, Negative, Negative)
negative and alternative 3 is positive then he would belong to cluster group C4.
The favorability values of each stakeholder who participated in online discussion is
computed and assigned to respective clusters based on the determined values. If we
consider cluster group C7 for three design alternatives, then all the stakeholders who
are present in C7 collaboratively attack alternatives 1, 2 whereas support alternative
3. On other hand, the stakeholders in cluster group C8 attack all the three design
alternatives and agree with neither of them.
Let us exemplify by considering sample argumentation tree consisting of two
design alternatives and two stakeholders posting arguments supporting or attacking
them as shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1. Sample Argumentation Tree to Determine Stakeholder Favorability
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Stakeholder S1 posted one argument A1 directly on design alternative 1 and
argument A3 on argument A2 which refer indirectly to design alternative 1. Similarly,
S1 posted arguments A7 and A6 which refer to design alternative 2. On other hand,
stakeholder S2 posted arguments A2, A4 on design alternative 1 and A5, A8 on design
alternative 2. The arguments like A4, A3, and A6 which refer indirectly to design
alternatives are reduced using argumentation reduction inference engine to compute
their effect directly on design alternatives. Each argument in the argumentation tree
is associated with weights signifying their degree of support or attack. For stakeholder
S1, the overall weight of his support or attack on a design alternative is computed
by weighted summation of arguments posted under that alternative. In this case, for
design alternative 1, the summation of arguments weights A1 and A3 determines his
decision weight. Similarly, for stakeholder 2, the summation of weights A2 and A4
determines his weight of support or attack on design alternative 1. The opinion of
each stakeholder is represented by a tuple where each element in tuple determines the
decision weight on design alternatives. In this example, stakeholders S1 and S2 each
have a tuple, say, (S1W1, S1W2) and (S2W1, S2W2). Based on the signs of elements
in tuple, the stakeholders are assigned to respective cluster groups. If S1W1 is positive
and S1W2 is negative then S1 would belong to cluster group C2. Similarly, if S2W1
negative and S2W2 are positive, S2 is associated with group C3. The tuples for all
the stakeholders in the discussion are calculated and are assigned to their respective
cluster groups forming clusters.
S1W1 = Weight(A1) + Weight(A3),
S1W2 = Weight(A6) + Weight(A7)
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S2W1 = Weight(A2) + Weight(A4),
S2W2 = Weight(A8) + Weight(A5)
As the discussion is spanned for several days, the stakeholders who participated
in discussion are clustered into different cluster groups on each day. The clustering
process is performed on each day of discussion. Every day some new stakeholders join
into discussion and some stakeholders might change their opinion on certain design
alternatives. When we cluster the stakeholders opinions on each day, we can visualize
that certain cluster groups gain more number of stakeholders into their group where
as some groups tend to lose their strength. As the discussion is evolved, certain cluster
groups becomes more and more large and others shrink in their number and after final
day of discussion, we can see that a cluster group has more number of stakeholders
when compared to other groups. The size of cluster group signifies the design solution
that is favored by most of the stakeholders. For Example: If there is an architecture
design issue with two design alternatives and the discussion is carried out for 3 days
with 10 stakeholders. On final day, if 6 stakeholders are present in cluster group C2,
it signifies that the most of the stakeholders support design alternative 1 and attack
design alternative 2 suggesting a convergence point in the decision making process.
6.2. DETECTION OF INFLUENTIAL ARGUMENT CHAINS
As stated earlier, that during decision making process, some of the stakehold-
ers might change their opinion and move from one cluster group to another cluster
group. But, what has made those stakeholders to change their cluster group? Gener-
ally in any discussion, different people share their ideas about their likes and dislikes.
Some of the ideas receive more attention and people tend to discuss a lot about them
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forming a deep discussion chain. Such discussion chains always gains significant at-
tention and may influence an individual to opt the idea discussed. In ISARCS, as
well stakeholders discuss in resolving a design issue by exchanging their rationale in
supporting or attacking various design alternatives. Certain arguments gain a lot of
attention resulting in many numbers of arguments following it forming a deep argu-
mentation chain. These branches of argumentation chains in an argumentation tree
tend to influence certain stakeholders to change their opinion on a design alternative.
We can detect such influential argument chains in tree by studying the clus-
tering evolution of discussion. A stakeholder during discussion is associated with a
cluster group along with other similar stakeholders. But, when he encounters such
argumentation chains and changes his decision then he would start supporting an
alternative that he attacked earlier and attacks other alternatives. When he changes
his decision then his overall favorability on an alternative might either increase grad-
ually to reach positive or might decrease gradually to reach negative weight. In that
case, the elements in the stakeholders tuple change their signs and hence stakeholder
is assigned to different cluster group.
Consider cluster evolution of stakeholder S1 for a period of 6 days as shown
in Figure 6.2. During discussion, we can see that stakeholder S1 was part of cluster
group C2 supporting design alternative 1 and attacking design alternative 2 for first 3
days. But, later from day 4, S1 started attacking design alternative 1 and supporting
design alternative 2 and changing his cluster group to C3 from C2. The reason for
the stakeholders change in his opinion can be attributed to various arguments posted
by other stakeholders. As stated earlier that some of the argument chains might have
influenced the stakeholder to change his opinion. The argumentation tree for each day
needs to be analyzed to detect from which day there is a decrease in opinion weight
of S1 on design alternative 1 and increase in opinion weight on design alternative 2.
Consider a sample argumentation tree as shown in Figure 6.3. In figure, el-
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Figure 6.2. Clustering Evolution of a Stakeholder
Figure 6.3. Sample Tree of a Stakeholder
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ements marked in green like A1, A3, A7, A9 and A14 are the arguments posted by
stakeholder S1. From the tree, we can see that arguments A1 and A3 supports design
alternative 1 and argument A9 attacks design alternative 2. These arguments are
posted by stakeholders during early stage of discussion and thus assigning himself
to cluster group C2. But, A7 which is posted under A6 attacks design alternative 1
indirectly and similarly, A14 supports design alternative 2 based on argumentation
reduction rules. From there on, the overall opinion weight of S1 on design alternative
1 has started decreasing to reach negative and weight on design alternative 2 has
increased to reach positive and changing the stakeholder group to C3. The argument
chains (A4, A5, A6) and (A10, A12, A13) are considered as influential argument
chains that influenced S1 to change his opinion completely with the help of online
collaborative discussion.
6.3. DETECTION OF ACTIVE AND INACTIVE STAKEHOLDERS
As said earlier that in an online decision making to resolve a design issue, stake-
holders posts their viewpoints supporting or attacking a design alternative. Some-
times, some of the stakeholders actively participate in discussion by posting arguments
responding to other arguments till the end of discussion. But, there are as well some
stakeholders who participate in discussion initially and never contribute to discus-
sion in later stages of decision making. We analyze the argumentation on each day
and determine individual opinion weights of stakeholder on each design alternative
on every day of discussion. An individual opinion on each design alternative for a
stakeholder is computed by weighted summation of argument weights related to a
stakeholder after argumentation reduction when all the arguments point directly to
the design alternative. We analyze the individual opinions of stakeholder on each
day of discussion and verify if any of the opinion weights of stakeholders change over
time. If, the individual opinion of a stakeholder on any of design alternatives does not
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change after initial stages of discussion, then it implies that he is inactive in the pro-
cess and we classify such stakeholders as Inactive Stakeholders. On other hand, the
opinion weights of certain stakeholders all through the end of discussion. Such stake-
holders are classified as Active Stakeholders as they are continuously contributing to
the discussion.
Consider the evolution of individual opinions of two stakeholders S1 and S2
for a period of 5 days as shown in Figure 6.4. Stakeholder’s S1 individual opinions
weights on the two design alternatives changes their values all through the discussion
depicted by variation of colors. On other hand, stakeholder S2’s opinions remains
unchanged after Day 3 till end of discussion on Day 5. In this scenario, we classify
S1 as Active Stakeholder whereas S2 is classified as Inactive Stakeholder.
Figure 6.4. Evolution of Individual Opinions of a Stakeholder
6.4. DETECTION OF HOT ARGUMENTS
During argumentation, a stakeholder posts their arguments directly under a
design alternative or in response to posts of other stakeholders. In this process, cer-
tain arguments gain a lot of attention and attract significant number of arguments
following it. These arguments tend to increase the discussion by influencing various
stakeholders to participate and effectively aid in decision making. Since, the argu-
mentation process to resolve a design issue is spanned for several days, we analyze the
discussion and detect viewpoints which have gained attention in process on each day
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and also viewpoints that have significant number of follow up arguments from the
start of the discussion. We classify these arguments or viewpoints as Hot Arguments
in the discussion and detect such arguments on daily basis and overall basis since
the start day of discussion. The Hot Arguments are determined based on number of
follow up arguments an argument receive in discussion i.e., we compute the number
of nodes from the current node till we reach the leaf node in all its branches in an
argumentation tree.
Consider a sample argumentation tree showing a design alternative 1 for a
design issue and various arguments posted for the alternative as shown in Figure
6.5. In order to compute the Hot Arguments based on this argumentation tree,
we compute the number of follow up arguments each argument has received in the
discussion process. For argument A1, there are totally 6 follow up arguments (A4, A5,
A6, A7, A8, A9) which refer it either directly or indirectly. Similarly for argument
A3, there is only one follow up argument A10. The count for A1 would be 6 whereas
count for A3 would be 1.
Table 6.3 shows the follow up arguments for each argument in the tree. We
can see that A1 has received most number of follow up arguments and has gained
attention from significant number of stakeholders. Based on above analysis, we detect
such arguments on each day during discussion process and also the arguments that
are happening since the start of discussion till the day.
The number of follow up arguments for each argument is computed in the
argumentation tree. Based on this computation, we determine the number of follow
up arguments a stakeholder received for his posts. From the argumentation tree as
shown in Figure 6.5, if arguments A1 and A3 are posted by a stakeholder S1, then we
determine the total number of follow up arguments for a stakeholder by summation
of arguments A1 and A3 received in discussion as in Equation 6.1. This helps us
to understand the most happening stakeholder in the argumentation process i.e. we
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Figure 6.5. A Sample Argumentation Tree
Table 6.3. Argument ID vs Number of Follow up Arguments
Argument ID Number of Follow up Arguments




A5 3 (A7, A8, A9)
A6 0




determine a stakeholder whose viewpoints have gained significant attention in decision




6.5. DETECTION OF TRENDING TOPICS
During the argumentation process, stakeholders post their viewpoints in vari-
ous perspectives. The arguments cover various topics of discussion and as the online
discussion evolves, there is large number of viewpoints posted and its often difficult
for stakeholders to understand the state of argumentation. The argumentation talks
about various topics that affect the choice of a design alternative. It is a tedious
task for a stakeholder to study each argumentation in the tree to figure out topics
of interest. Some of the arguments might refer to similar topics and identification
of such topics of interest enables the stakeholders to understand the topics that are
most discussed and that have gained great attention in decision making and a major
concern for stakeholder. The arguments that talk about similar topics needs to be
detected by analyzing the argumentation tree and grouping such arguments makes
us to understand the significance of the topic.
The entire argumentation tree has to be analyzed to detect such topics. We
propose a use of text clustering technique that clusters the arguments based on their
text similarity and identifies the topics of interest. We make use of Lingo algorithm
[26] that is generally used to cluster web search results to perform text clustering of
arguments posted by stakeholders. The Lingo algorithm outputs different clusters
which are denoted by a cluster label. The cluster label depicts the topics that are
discussed as part of the cluster group. This cluster label is identified as topic of
interest of the arguments within that cluster. We perform the clustering process
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on each day of the argumentation process to detect the topics of interest that are
discussed till that day. In this way, the stakeholders will understand the state of
argumentation till that day and also the topic that is discussed most often . As we
perform the topic analysis on each day, we can also visualize the increase in demand
for a particular topic as the discussion is evolved for several days.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this Section we describe in detail about the experimental setup and we
showcase the results of various approaches discussed earlier. The results from the
study indicate that our system is effective in capturing and supporting stakeholders
in a collaborative decision making for software architecture design.
7.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system a group of 50
students from Software Engineering class were recruited and presented with a hypo-
thetical case study and were asked to resolve the design issue stated collaboratively
using ISARCS. The students are considered as stakeholders to design the architecture
of the system by resolving the design issue collaboratively. Apart from students as
stakeholders, the case study is presented to three industrial experts who are having
an experience of more than 10 years in software development. They were asked to
choose a design alternative by reading the case study thoroughly. The result ob-
tained from the experts is as well presented and compared with the result obtained
by stakeholders in online discussion.
The stakeholders are presented with a case study where a hypothetical com-
pany is in process of modifying its existing product due to some change requirements.
In order to modify the existing product, the company should initially analyze the
requirement into lower level requirements and should accordingly modify its existing
software architecture. In order to address the requirements, the company has came
across a design issue that needs to be resolved and should capture a structured ra-
tionale along with maintaining linkage with the change requirement and the software
architecture. The case study consists of 19 software requirements, 3 architectural
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constraints and 25 architectural components and connectors.
The product that the company presently owes and wants to modify is called
Collab that is used by various organizations or educational institutions to solve their
internal organizational issues by effective collaborative discussion among their staff.
While using the company’s software users expressed their concerns about the lack
of ability to draw and depict their ideas visually. This made the company to revisit
their product and modify. Figure 7.1 shows the architecture for software Collab.
Figure 7.1. Software Architecture of Collab
The architecture design issue that arise from change requirement here is to
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provide users a platform in order to draw and describe their ideas visually. The
proposed design issue can be resolve in different ways using different design solutions.
In order to resolve the design issue, three design alternatives are proposed of which
one of the alternative needs to be selected as a design solution.
Design Alternative 1: Drawing Canvas Integrated in System that needs to be
developed from scratch.
Design Alternative 2: Integrate a third party Software Drawing Tool into present
system.
Design Alternative 3: Use of native paint application of Operating Systems and
share the desktop with all users connected to system.
7.2. DATA COLLECTION
During the experiment, the stakeholders were provided with the required in-
formation regarding the case study and were given a week to understand it. The
students were then asked to choose a best design alternative among available 3 design
alternatives satisfying 19 software requirements stated. The experiment is carried
out for a period of 2 weeks where the students actively participated in discussion
contributing 413 arguments, 42 evidences and 628 architectural relations. In order to
ensure that the arguments posted are relevant and related to context of discussion, the
entire discussion is moderated by a moderator. The main goal of the experiment is to
resolve a design issue for software architecture design collaboratively using ISARCS
and to capture the argumentation data that can be used for further data analysis to
provide more depth view of entire online discussion. The case study is also shared to
three industrial experts and the experts were given a period of 2 weeks to understand
the case study. After the experts have studied the case study, they have responded
with their own design decision and respective rationales individually.
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7.2.1. ISARCS Discussion. A class of students participated in an online
discussion to resolve a design issue that is presented as a case study for a period of
two weeks. Each of the students is provided with credentials that will enable him
to login and post his arguments by appropriately selecting the related requirements
and architectural elements. There were totally 413 arguments, 42 evidences and 628
architectural relations captured during online discussion.
The stakeholders participated in online discussion using ISARCS explaining
their views in support or attack of a design alternative. Figure7.2 shows sample argu-
mentation tree of design issue discussion using ISARCS where the design issue, design
alternatives and arguments are linked to software requirements and architecture ele-
ments. There are numerous requirements during software architecture design. Only
certain requirements are related to design issue under discussion. Table 7.1 shows
sample requirements list that are related to design issue stated as part of case study.
Table 7.1. Sample Requirements List
Requirement ID Requirement Description
R1
Users may be given different drawing options and pre defined
drawing patterns (like circle or rectangle) that enables them
to draw and visualize their ideas quickly.
R2
The change requirement should be implemented, tested and
deployed in short period of time.
R3
When a user edits a diagram, his changes need to be broad-
casted to all users who are connected to the system efficiently.
R4 The entire system should be easily maintainable
R5
Multiple Users connected to the system must be able to work
collaboratively on the same diagram simultaneously.
As pointed earlier, stakeholders have to explicitly mention the weight of sup-
port or attack of their arguments. Table 7.2 shows sample arguments list posted by
the stakeholders for one of the design alternatives. Using the argument weights, we
use fuzzy argumentation reduction inference engine to compute the design alternative
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Figure 7.2. Sample Argument Tree from Experiment
Figure 7.3. Design Decision using ISARCS
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that is favored by most of the stakeholders during discussion. As per result computed
by ISARCS, the design alternative 2 is supported by most of the stakeholders while
design alternative 3 is attacked by majority of them as shown in Figure 7.3. This
result helps architects to choose a design alternative and design the architecture for
system.
Table 7.2. Sample Argument List on Design Alternative 1
Argument ID Argument Description Strength of Argument
A4
The cost of paying someone to sit down
and write out this drawing tool would
be very high and would also take away
from development time elsewhere.
-0.5
A13
If you are to make something from
scratch you can not know if it is
user friendly without user testing which
takes a lot of time. The other two op-
tions have been tested by a lot of users




Also, using a third party software cre-
ates the risk that an updated version
may remove components used for de-
signing their ideas. This risk would not
be present in a Position 1 because the
system would be self-designed.
0.7
A19
If we design this system from scratch
then the responsibility to support it,
add new features, and fix bugs lies en-
tirely on us. I think it would be wiser




Agreed, while the other options are
cheaper, and faster methods, there is
definitely the positive of easily adding




7.2.2. Industrial Experts Opinion. As said earlier that the case study is
also presented to three industrial experts. The experts had gone through the entire
case study and provided their design decision. Out of the three experts, two of the
experts presented their decision as design alternative 2 and one of them as design
alternative 1. The majority of the experts shared their decision as design alternative
2. When we compare the result obtained from ISARCS with that of experts decision,
we can see that the results are similar. The collaborative discussion of inexperienced
professionals using ISARCS has yielded a design decision which is incongruence to
the decision of industrial experts. This proves the effectiveness of the system in its
support to software architecture design using collective decision making process.
7.3. INTELLIGENT DATA ANALYSIS
7.3.1. Analysis of Software Concerns. Huge argumentation tree that is
captured during discussion is further analyzed to provide stakeholders with overall
view of effect of concerns on each design alternative. The requirements list is studied
manually and a list of concerns are shortlisted. Based on these concerns list, the
entire argumentation is parsed to compute the effect of each concern on three design
alternatives using Algorithm 1. Table 7.3 shows the result.








Cost 2.766 5.337 -5.1
Testing Effort 5.828 6.928 -0.2139
Development Time -4.064 5.423 -6.1826
Development Effort 0.1 1.0 -1.048
Software Maintenance 6.3640 2.04 -3.2
Security 1.71 3.0 -3.375
Licensing Issue 0.63 -0.572 -0.5
Architecture Complexity 0.5 -0.8 -3.339
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The results of Algorithm 1 help the stakeholders to understand how each
concern would affect their choice of design alternative. As per results, the design
alternative 1 is supported more for software maintenance concern but the same alter-
native is attacked by most people in case of other concerns like cost and testing effort.
With the help of these results, stakeholders now tradeoff among these concerns and
choose an alternative that best suits their project needs and priority.
7.3.2. Classification of Stakeholders Viewpoints. The stakeholders posted
arguments supporting or attacking various design alternatives all through the argu-
mentation experiment. The data that is captured after entire discussion is analyzed
to compute the collective opinions of a group on individual arguments. As part of
this discussion, since there were totally 413 arguments posted, the collective opinion
of a group on all the arguments is computed to determine the arguments that are
most favored or attacked through the discussion.
Table 7.4 shows the collective opinion values for some of the arguments from
the argumentation tree. The arguments listed in the table have high follow up argu-
ments and high collective determination values when compared to other arguments in
the tree. From the table, we can see that argument A7 is having highest collective de-
termination value when compared to all other arguments and is collectively supported
by posting 6 follow up arguments. Since A7 is the argument having highest collec-
tive determination value, we classify the argument as Decision Centric Argument.
This argument A7 totally has a positive impact on the design alternative. Similarly,
argument A6 has the least collective determination value and also is classified as
Decision Centric Argument. The argument A6 has a significant negative impact on
the design alternative and understanding of such arguments helps the stakeholders
in the decision making process. On other hand, when we consider arguments A1 and
A12, though the collective determination value of these arguments are trivial, they
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have attracted more number of arguments into discussion when compared to all other
arguments having significant values of collective determination. We classify these ar-
guments A1 and A12 as Attention Seeking Arguments as they attracted most of the
stakeholders to participate in discussion accumulating 16 and 20 follow up arguments
respectively.











7 3.5 0 3.5 6
84 3.75 -2 1.75 10
4 3.67 -2.98 0.68 11
3 5 -4.58 0.41 14
1 5.3 -4.88 0.42 16
6 0.5 -8.1 -7.6 15
12 4.28 -9.22 -4.93 20
5 0.3 -6 -5.7 10
10 2.3 -4.5 -2.2 14
146 0.7 -2.18 -1.48 5
When we consider arguments having maximum collective support value, from
the table we can see that argument A1 is having maximum collective support value
suggesting that the argument is supported by most of the stakeholders. The argument
A1 is classified as Most Supported Argument when compared to all other arguments
during online discussion. Such argument helps stakeholders to understand the concern
or context that most of the stakeholders agreed upon to resolve the design issue. On
other hand, argument A12 has least collective attack value. With negative collective
attack value, the argument illustrates that it has conflicting interest among stake-
holders and is classified as Most Attacked Argument. Table 7.5 lists the arguments
classified.
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Table 7.5. List of Classified Arguments







If you are using a design tool na-
tive to the operating system then
you most likely would not be able
to have multiple users editing the
same diagram without some extra







In terms of cost I think this option







I support this position because
there are enough drawing tools
out there that can meet the nec-
essary requirements and still be










When using a 3rd party software










7.3.3. Requirements Traceability. As stated earlier that every design is-
sue is mapped to subset of software requirements that are related to the issue. In
this case study, the proposed design issue is related to 19 software requirements. The
design issue in the case study is related to introducing a new component into the soft-
ware architecture to address the concern raised by users of the product. The design
solution that is chosen after entire argumentation will result in addition of new com-
ponent and connectors to existing components in the software architecture. After the
argumentation reduction and weighted summation of arguments, design alternative 2
is the alternative that is favored by most of the stakeholders. The result computed by
argumentation engine supports stakeholders in choosing alternative 2 as their design
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solution. As per the decision, a new component Third Party Drawing Tool is added
into the architecture design. This new component communicates to other component,
Message Communication to Server through a connector. The resolution of the design
issue resulted in two new architectural elements into software architecture. These
two architectural elements are now related to the 19 software requirements mapped
to the design issue as shown in Figure 7.4. Any modification to any of those require-
ments affects these two architectural elements and vice versa. In the requirements
traceability matrix, the cells corresponding to these requirements and architectural
elements are updated to 1 showing their dependency.
Figure 7.4. Traceability of Requirements and Architectural Elements
7.3.4. Topic Analysis. The entire argumentation data captured during on-
line discussion is clustered using Lingo algorithm to detect the topics that are under
discussion. Table 7.6 shows some of the topics that are discussed as part of issue
resolution. The topics that are often discussed in issue resolution are Development
Time and Cost. By this analysis, we can say that most of the stakeholders are con-
cerned with those aspects of software development. On other hand, there are not
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many arguments related to resource usage suggesting that the stakeholders are not
much concerned with utilization aspect.
Table 7.6. Topic Analysis









7.4. EVOLUTIONARY DATA ANALYSIS
7.4.1. Convergence Using Polarization Groups. As the experiment is
conducted for a period of 2 weeks, the favorability of stakeholders participating in
the discussion is computed for each day on individual alternatives based on their
opinion weights. The stakeholders are clustered into different polarization groups.
The clustering process is performed on each day of online discussion.
From Table 7.7, we can see the evolution of clusters during online discussion
where the number of stakeholders in a cluster group change as the discussion is
spanned for several days. There are stakeholders who are joining into the discussion
on each day. Consider cluster group C6. It started with 1 stakeholder in its group
after first day of discussion. But, as the discussion is evolved and as more and more
participated in discussion, the number of stakeholders in the group gradually increased
and reached 17 after final day of discussion. This cluster group C6 is the one which
has more number of stakeholders when compared to other clusters. The stakeholders
in this group support design alternative 2 and attack other two design alternatives.
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Table 7.7. Clustering Evolution






1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 5
November
12th, 2014
0 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 6
November
13th, 2014
0 0 2 1 0 3 0 1 7
November
14th, 2014
0 0 2 1 0 4 0 1 8
November
15th, 2014
0 0 4 1 0 4 0 1 10
November
16th, 2014
0 2 3 0 0 7 0 3 15
November
17th, 2014
0 2 7 0 1 8 1 4 23
November
18th, 2014
1 3 10 0 1 10 1 10 36
November
19th, 2014
8 8 7 3 3 12 1 2 44
November
22nd, 2014
3 4 11 1 1 17 2 6 45
November
23rd, 2014
3 4 12 1 1 17 2 6 46
The clustering evolution illustrates the point of convergence in discussion. The design
alternative 2 would be most preferred design solution as most of the stakeholders agree
with it.
7.4.2. Detection of Influential Argument Chains. During discussion,
the stakeholders also change their opinion and move from one cluster to another
cluster. The reason for stakeholders transition is the influence of certain argument
chains in the discussion that have made them to change their opinion. Without loss of
generality, we consider userids of two stakeholders as Stakeholder 1 and Stakeholder
2, who participated in the discussion and changed their opinion.
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However, using a third party application would re-
quire us first to obtain their permission for use in
our software, possbily permission to edit it if the
tool doesnt already meet all the requirements per-
fectly, and we would need their support for any fu-
ture changes that are made either to their tool or
ours. The additional correspondence needed may
make that option take more time than developing
the tool from scratch, depending on how we rank
in the third partys priorities
-0.4
A321
I agree this would give the development team the
greatest amount of control but according to re-
quirement 145 the change needs to be made in
a short period of time. Trying to create a new
functionality quickly could lead to a lot more mis-
takes. Rushing through the testing process leads




Since it is an integrated Canvas, development team
has the full control. That the entire system along
with the new functionality should be tested thor-
oughly end to end is highly achievable. Therefore,
I support position 1 on this.
1.0
Table 7.9 shows the transition of cluster groups for two stakeholders. Stake-
holder 1 was part of cluster C8 on November 18th, 2014 where he agrees with neither
of the alternatives. But, on November 19th, 2014, he moved to cluster group C6 sup-
porting design alternative 2 and attacking other alternatives. Similarly, Stakeholder
2 changed his opinion and moved from cluster group C8 to C3 supporting design
alternative 1.
Based on these transitions, we analyze the argumentation tree and detect the
argumentations chains that have influenced these individuals to change their opinion
and opt a different idea. Tables 7.10 7.8 shows the argument chains that have influ-
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enced stakeholder 1 and stakeholder 2 to change their decisions respectively.
Table 7.9. Transition of Cluster Groups of Two Stakeholders
Stakeholder ID November 18th, 2014 November 19th 2014
Stakeholder 1
C8 ( Negative, Negative,
Negative)





C3 ( Positive, Negative,
Negative)










I agree, with a limited amount of time this is
the best option to have an application that works.
Time can be spent testing the third-party applica-
tion instead of trying to create one from scratch.
1.0
A194
This position will have the fewest amount of bugs,
because the third party tool has been in use and
tested for a while, and there is an entire community
of developers committed to improving it. While I
cannot say it will be defect-free in our implemen-
tation, a lot of the testing and improvement has
already been done. This also takes out the time of
developing the full tool, and requirement 145 says
it should happen in a short period of time.
1.0
7.4.3. Detection of Hot Arguments. As the online discussion evolves on
each day of argumentation, we compute the number of follow up arguments for each
argument posted during discussion. Based on the number of follow up arguments,
we detect the arguments that have gained significant attention in the argumentation.
The system computes the Hot Arguments on each day and as well the Hot Arguments
all through the discussion till that date. Table 7.11 shows the Hot Arguments till the
date from the beginning of discussion. A12 is the argument that has gained more
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number of follow up arguments when compared to others at the end of discussion.
Similarly, Table 7.12 shows the Hot Arguments on each day. We can see that, on
each day different arguments stand out and receive significant number of follow up
arguments in discussion. A12 is the arguments which have received large number of
arguments on a single day.
Table 7.11. List of Hot Arguments Since Start of Discussion (Overall Basis)
Date Argument ID Number of Follow up Arguments
November 11th, 2014 A7 2
November 12th, 2014 A1, A2 3
November 13th, 2014 A1,A2 4
November 14th, 2014 A1,A2,A11 4
November 15th, 2014 A11 5
November 16th, 2014 A31 6
November 17th, 2014 A10 10
November 18th, 2014 A12 13
November 19th, 2014 A12 20
November 22nd, 2014 A12 20
November 23rd, 2014 A12 20
Table 7.12. List of Hot Arguments on Each Day (Daily Basis)
Date Argument ID Number of Follow up Arguments
November 11th, 2014 A7 2
November 12th, 2014 A1,A2,A10,A11,A14,A31 2
November 14th, 2014 A11 2
November 16th, 2014 A3 3
November 17th, 2014 A10, A6 5
November 18th, 2014 A12, A3 6
November 19th, 2014 A12 7
November 23rd, 2014 A1, A3, A201 2
The number of follow up arguments received for each stakeholder’s arguments
is also computed and the stakeholders who have received most number of follow up
arguments has increased the participation in the online discussion. Table 7.13 shows a
sample list of stakeholders and the number of follow up arguments they have received.
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Table 7.13. Number of Follow up Arguments Received by Stakeholders





Stakeholder 1 has received significant number of follow up arguments in discussion.
7.4.4. Detection of Active and Inactive Stakeholders. After entire ar-
gumentation, the opinion weights on various design alternatives for each of the stake-
holders in computed on daily basis. Some of the stakeholders have consistently par-
ticipated in the discussion, whereas some of the stakeholders participated only during
initial days. Table 7.14 shows the opinion weights on design alternatives for one of
the stakeholder who participated in discussion for each day. The opinion weights
from the table depicts that the stakeholder was active in discussion only for the first
3 days of discussion and for the next 9 days of discussion, he has not posted a single
argument. Such stakeholders are classified as Inactive Stakeholders.
Table 7.14. Evolution of Opinion Weights on Design Alternatives for a Stakeholder
Design Alternative/Dates November 11th, 2014
November 12th, 2014 to
November 23rd, 2014
Design Alternative 1 1 2.3
Design Alternative 2 0 -2.125
Design Alternative 3 0 1.625
7.4.5. Detection of Trending Topics. On each day of argumentation, the
argumentation data that is captured is analyzed to detect the topics that are most
discussed till that day. The arguments are clustered using Lingo algorithm based
on the topic they discuss. Table 7.15 shows the evolution of topics for some of
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4 4 2 0 0
November 12th,
2014
5 6 2 5 0
November 13th,
2014
6 7 2 5 0
November 14th,
2014
9 8 2 7 2
November 15th,
2014
10 8 2 8 2
November 16th,
2014
20 14 2 15 7
November 23rd,
2014
55 74 60 57 18
the days of argumentation. As part of the discussion, we can see that most of the
stakeholders discuss a lot about Testing, Cost, Development Time and Security. Some
of the stakeholders are also concerned with the dependency of operating system during
product development.
The table shows the most discussed topics during argumentation. There are
other topics under discussion as well, but they haven’t grasped a lot of attention from
the group.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we presented and discussed about ISARCS that enables archi-
tects to capture and maintain the software architecture rationale for collaborative
architecture design. The entire architectural rationale maintains its links to soft-
ware requirements and architectural elements that aids stakeholders to understand
the relationships between various elements during software development. We also
presented various techniques to analyze the architectural rationale in different per-
spectives and support stakeholders to understand the state of argumentation that
aids them in choosing a well suited design solution. Finally, we conducted a case
study and provided with the results that indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
system and intelligent analysis of architecture rationale.
In future, if multiple products encounter similar design issues, then the design
knowledge captured for similar products can be retrieved and reused so that significant
effort and cost can be saved in software design process. The architectural knowledge
captured can be reused across products to resolve similar design issues. Apart from
that, the architectural rationale captured can also be analyzed with advanced data
mining techniques to understand more about argumentation.
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